DRAFT AGENDA OF THE FIRST MEETING (1994)

The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its first meeting of 1994 on 28 February and 1 March, beginning at 10.00 a.m., in Room B. The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of Agenda

Notifications under Article 3

2. Canada/Costa Rica: Interim Measure (TEX.SB/2037)
3. Canada/Jamaica: Interim Measure (TEX.SB/2035)

Notifications under Article 4

4. EEC/Pakistan: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/1990)
5. Canada/Hungary: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2030)
6. Canada/Malaysia: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2024)
7. Canada/Philippines: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2026)
8. Canada/Poland: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2027)
9. Canada/Romania: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2028)
11. Austria/China: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/2038)
12. Austria/India: Bilateral Agreement (TEX.SB/2039)
13. Finland/China: Extension (TEX.SB/2032)
14. Finland/Hong Kong: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2040)
15. Finland/India: Extension (TEX.SB/2036)
16. Finland/Pakistan: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2033)
17. US/Guatemala: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2042)
18. US/Korea: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2043)
19. US/Romania: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2044)
20. US/Turkey: Extension & Modification (TEX.SB/2045)

Notifications under Articles 7 and 8

21. Finland/Romania: Memorandum of Understanding (TEX.SB/2034)
22. Finland/Singapore: Administration of Imports (TEX.SB/2041)

Other Business

Two hundred and eighty-second meeting overall.

English only/Anglais seulement/Inglés solamente